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Dark-energy evolution across the cosmological-constant boundary
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We explore the properties of dark-energy models for which the equation of state, w, defined as the ratio
of pressure to energy density, crosses the cosmological-constant boundary w  1. We adopt an
empirical approach, treating the dark energy as an uncoupled fluid or a generalized scalar field. We
describe the requirements for a viable model, in terms of the equation of state and sound speed. A
generalized scalar field cannot safely traverse w  1, although a pair of scalars with w > 1 and w <
1 will work. A fluid description with a well-defined sound speed can also cross the boundary. Contrary
to expectations, such a crossing model does not instantaneously resemble a cosmological constant at the
moment w  1 since the density and pressure perturbations do not necessarily vanish. But because a
dark energy with w < 1 dominates only at very late times, and because the dark energy is not generally
prone to gravitational clustering, then crossing the cosmological-constant boundary leaves no distinct
imprint.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.72.043527

PACS numbers: 98.80.Cq

Numerous observations and experiments indicate that
our universe has low matter-density, negligible spatial
curvature, and is currently undergoing accelerated cosmic
expansion [1–7]. The remarkable implication is that approximately two-thirds of the cosmic energy is due to some
form of as-yet unidentified dark energy. While the leading
interpretation is that the dark energy is due to a cosmological constant, the physical origin of such a constant
remains a mystery, and it is widely regarded as a placeholder until a deeper understanding of the dark energy can
be established.
In an effort to characterize the nature of the dark energy,
attention has focused on its presumed equation of state
(EOS), w, defined as the ratio of its mean pressure to
energy density, w  p=. A cosmological constant corresponds to w  1. Another conjecture is that the dark
energy is due to quintessence, a dynamical, ultralight
scalar field with negative pressure, for which w > 1
[8–10]. A separate class of models with w < 1, representing an exotic field or perhaps new gravitational phenomena, is also under investigation (e.g. [11]). Extensive
analysis of the cosmological predictions for all these cases
finds that the current data favor dark-energy models with
an equation of state in the vicinity of w  1 [12,13],
straddling the cosmological-constant boundary.
If indeed dark energy with w < 1 is within the realm
of possibilities, then it would seem inevitable to inquire
about a transition from w > 1 to w < 1. This question
has been taken up recently [14 –16]; here we contribute our
results and perspective on the issue. This article examines
possible mechanisms by which dark energy can cross w 
1. We assume that Einstein’s gravitation is valid and that
the dark-energy system interacts only gravitationally with
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the rest of the world—all of our ignorance is captured in w
and the speed of sound. The sticking point is the stability of
such a ‘‘crossing component,’’ which brings into question
the physics of the dark energy.
Let us start from the observations: measurements of
luminosity distances based on type 1a supernovae and
other phenomena imply a trajectory at for the expansion
scale factor in our homogeneous, isotropic universe.
General relativity connects this expansion history with
the matter and energy sources, in our (approximately)
geometrically flat universe, which leads us to infer the
existence of a dark energy. Making the simplest assumptions about the nature of this unknown substance, we
hypothesize that it can be described as an ideal fluid with
a mean energy density and pressure. We can parametrize
the dark-energy evolution with the present-day abundance
1  m and the equation-of-state trajectory w  as well as
a sound speed for the response of small fluctuations. This
procedure is sufficient to allow us to pursue classical tests
of cosmology.
A proper comparison of dark-energy model predictions
with the observed cosmic microwave background anisotropy and galaxy clustering requires that we treat the inhomogeneities in the dark energy. We adopt the
conventions and notation of [17], so that we may describe
the fluid perturbations according to the conformalNewtonian gauge equations
_  1  w  3 _   3 a_  p  w =;
a
p=  2
_   a_ 1  3w  w_

k
a
1w
1w
 k2   :

(1)

The standard fluid perturbation equations appear to grow
singular because the terms proportional to 1  w1 di-
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verge in the case of a crossing. However, the physically
meaningful source of momentum transfer in the standard
perturbation equations is 1  w , not alone, so that by
defining the fractional momentum density transfer V 
1  w we obtain
_  V  31  w _  3 a_  p  w =;
a
_
a
V_   1  3wV  k2 p=  k2 1  w  :
a
(2)

2

where   1 is the small scale speed of sound and x 
k . Our requirement that v2 ! w on large scales is gauge
independent, provided w const. To see this, consider the
effect of a gauge transformation x~ ! x   on p and
. Following Bardeen [27], let 0  T Qk x, then
~p  p  T p_ and ~    T .
_ Provided that p_ 
w_ which holds for w  const, we see that
~p  p  T p_  v2   Tw_
_ 2  w:
_  Tw_  v2 ~  T v
 v2  ~  T 
(4)

In the synchronous gauge we obtain
_  V  1  w 1 h_  3 a_  p  w =;
a
2
a_
_
2
V   1  3wV  k p=  k2 1  w:
a

(3)

With the fluid perturbation equations recast in the above
forms, we see that the response of a dark-energy density
perturbation to an external gravitational field flips sign at
crossing. That is, gravitational instability becomes an antigravitational instability. On small scales the effects of
shear, which typically damp perturbation growth, are reversed. However, there is nothing in the equations to
suggest that the fluid perturbations should vanish at the
instant w  1, as we might expect if the dark energy
instantaneously looks like a cosmological constant.
Without a model of the pressure fluctuations and shear
this system of equations is incomplete.
We can close the system of equations and follow the
evolution by specifying a relation p  v2  ; k  (i.e. v2
is in principle a function of both background and perturbations) and a function  ; k, but there are many factors
to consider. A canonical scalar field has v2  1 on small
scales; on scales approaching the horizon the relation
becomes gauge dependent in general. Models of a generalized scalar, such as k essence [18], can have a variable v2 .
And if v2
1 within the horizon then dark energy can
cluster [19–23] (although the prospects for a unified dark
matter and energy are not good [24,25]). Note that the
_ _  d ln1 
adiabatic sound speed c2s jadiab:  p=
w=3d lna is a red herring, as it does not actually describe
the propagation of spatial inhomogeneities in the darkenergy fluid. The inhomogeneous fluctuations generally
have more degrees of freedom than the homogeneous
background. Of course, whenever v2  c2s jadiab: , the rate
of entropy generation  v2  c2s jadiab:  =w is nonvanishing. However, let us proceed to construct an admittedly
naive, synthetic model with   0, v2  1 on subhorizon
scales to prevent clustering like dark matter, and v2 ! w
on superhorizon scales so that the unevolved dark-energy
perturbations resemble the background. (We are aware of
the many myths surrounding superhorizon modes [26].)
Our naive model has v2  ; k  wa expx  2 1 
expx applied in the conformal-Newtonian gauge, and

Hence, the same relation p  v2  holds in all frames,
provided w  v2  const. It will also be interesting to
allow 2  0. For further variety we propose a second
synthetic model with v2  1 on all scales, again in the
conformal-Newtonian gauge.
The generalized scalar field, employed in k essence and
phantom models, might also serve to describe a darkenergy component which crosses w  1. In this scheme,
the scalar-field Lagrangian originates as a nonlinear function of gradient and field,
Sd 

Z

p
d4 x gFX; ’:

(5)

Here X  12 @ ’@ ’ and a canonical scalar field is
simply given by F  X  V’. The spatially uniform
energy density and pressure are   F  2XF;X and p 
F. For a field with only linear dependence on X, F 
K’X  V’ there are two immediate consequences.
First, the system can be transformed into a canonical scalar
field with positive-kinetic energy (w > 1) or negativekinetic energy (w < 1) by a field redefinition, where we
note that the equation of state is given by w  F=2XF;X 
F. Second, such a system leads to well-behaved pressure
fluctuations [19–21],


a_
w_
p  2   k2 V 3 2  w 
; (6)
a
1w
where 2  F;X =F;X  2XF;XX  is the rest frame speed of
sound. If K is a constant, then 2  1 so that the sound
speed reduces to the manifestly stable v2  1 on small
scales. Relaxing the assumption of a linear dependence of
the Lagrangian on X, different sound speed histories are
possible. But let us see what happens when we push this
generalized scalar field across the w  1 boundary.
Consider a dark-energy model consisting of a singlecomponent, generalized scalar field. In order to cross at
w  1 we require X  0 and/or F;X  0. One can show
that a vanishing X corresponds to an extremum in the
equation of state, meaning w  1 is a minimum or
maximum. This leaves F;X  0 as a necessary condition
to cross. However, if F;X evolves through zero and F;XX 
0, then 2 becomes negative, thereby leading to unstable
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perturbations. Hence, the path across w  1 would appear to be blocked.
A remaining possibility is to allow for exceptional finetuning of the scalar-field solution. Suppose that we fix F
such that 2 > 0 for all times. Then the scalar-field equation of motion,


a_
(7)
2 ’  2 ’_ F;X  a2 F;’  2XF;X’   0;
a
requires that we somehow arrange F;’  2XF;X’ ! 0 just
as F;X vanishes. And F;XX must vanish at the same rate
again to keep 2 finite and positive. The simultaneous
conditions on the slope of F in the
and X directions
suggest that there is some point  ? ; X?  through which the
field must pass in order to achieve a crossing. This is very
different from the case of a canonical scalar field which
needs only to pass through the line X  0 in order to
achieve, say, w  1. In terms of phase-space paths, it
is easier to arrange for a trajectory to cross a line and much
more difficult to arrange for a trajectory to cross a particular point. If indeed there is but a single point,  ? ; X? ,
where a crossing occurs for the dark-energy scalar, then the
initial conditions must be exceptionally tuned to prevent
the slightest deviation from this special trajectory. There is
the possibility that some sort of attractor mechanism in the
equation of motion could channel a range of initial conditions into the crossing path. But this does not seem likely
for two reasons. First, the fact that F;X  F;XX  0 at the
crossing means the system is insensitive to small changes
in X in the vicinity of  ? ; X? , so it is hard to see how an
attractor could work near the crossing. Second, even if
there is an attractor, any small perturbation which may
arise in or X must take time to decay, and this would
be enough to prevent the system from evolving through
 ? ; X? .
The consequences of a perturbation at the crossing are
_
still worse, as we now argue, where terms like w=1
 w
indeed lead to unphysical behavior. We expand the scalarfield relation (6) and the perturbation equations (2), near
the crossing time ? in powers of  ? . Hence, for a
trajectory, w   1  &  ? n where n is an odd
integer, we expand the fluid variables


?



1

 

?

  ;

V  V ?  V 1  V L lnj 

? j



?

 :

(8)

The analytic solutions near the crossing give V ?  0, and

1  w 1
w1 a < a?   w 2  w12  w 2 = 1 
w 1  w 2

1  w 2
w2 a > a?   w 1  w12  w 1 = 1 
w 2  w 1

the next coefficients can be easily obtained. The results
show that  ?     ?   and V  ?   
V  ?  , for vanishing . Whereas the velocity perturbation vanishes at crossing, the density perturbation
needs not. If n  1 then the pressure perturbation diverges
logarithmically, p / lnj  ? j. If n  3 then the perturbations are well behaved. But something else goes wrong
in either case. Look at the expression for the density
perturbation:
  F;’  2XF;X’  ’  F;X 
2XF;XX  X. The coefficient in front of ’ vanishes due
to the equation of motion. If we require 2  0 at crossing,
then the coefficient of the X term must vanish; in order for
the density to be nonzero, one or both of ’ and X must
diverge. If the field and its derivatives are to make any
sense, we must abandon this scalar-field description as a
mechanism for crossing w  1. Alternatively, inspecting
the action (5), we see that it costs nothing to have arbitrarily large X (and therefore gradients) at the crossing
where F;X  0. Hence, there is no viable path for the scalar
field across the cosmological-constant boundary. These
findings are consistent with the thorough analysis of
Vikman [14]. In Ref. [16], Huey proposes a transition
mechanism that essentially cuts out the divergences we
discussed. In principle, this is equivalent to making a tiny
jump across the w  1 boundary, using the relations
 ?     ?   and V  ?    V  ?  .
It might well be that nonlinear (or quantum) effects enable
the field to transition, avoiding the logarithmic singularity.
In such a case, the prescription by Huey or a tiny jump
makes it possible to evolve across the cosmologicalconstant boundary.
If the scalar field itself cannot cross w  1, then there
is a simple way to cross with two fields [15,28–31].
Consider one scalar field with equation of state w1 > 1
and a second, generalized scalar with w2 < 1: together
these can be used to describe a fluid with energy density
12  1  2 dominated by the first field at early times
and the second field at late times. And since both components yield stable fluctuations, the ensemble is also stable.
Then, suppose we have a trajectory w12 a which describes
such a dark energy that crosses at a  a? . There is not a
unique prescription to break this into two components, but
we can be economical by requiring that w1  w 1  const
for a > a? and w2 Rw 2  const for a < a? . Since
12 a  12 a0  exp3 aa0 1  w12 d lna, we can use
energy conservation and continuity to show that


 
?12 a? 31w 2 
;
12 a

 
?12 a? 31w 1 
;
12 a

 
1  w 2  ?12 a? 31w 1 
:
f
w 2  w 1 012 a0

(9)

This last expression also gives the relative abundance of the first component at the present day, f  01 =012 . We have to be
somewhat careful with this piecewise construction, since w_ 1;2 is discontinuous at the crossing. If we choose w 1;2 to be very
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close to 1, then immediately before/after a? the ratio
w_ 1;2 =1  w1;2  which appears in (6) will be very large.
Alternatively, two smooth equation-of-state histories
w1 a  1 and w2 a  1 and a relative abundance f
can be chosen to give a composite, scalar-field crossing
model.
To examine the observational consequences of a crossing dark-energy component, we consider two toy-model
scenarios for wa. For the first (EOS I) we take wa 
3=2  1  a, and for the second (EOS II) we use
wa  1  tanh10a  12. Both are shown in Fig. 1.
Fixing m  0:3 today, then we find that EOS I leads to
negligible dark energy at early times whereas EOS II for
which w ! 0 at early times, contributes a non-negligible
fraction of the total energy density throughout the matterdominated era. Reducing the factor in the tanh from 10,
however, greatly reduces the abundance of dark energy in
the matter era. We also investigated a third toy model,
consisting of a pair of scalar fields with w1 a  1,
w2 a  1 which are smoothly varying; these components were contrived to produce the ensemble evolution of
EOS II. However, we found no relevant differences with
the piecewise construction.
We modified CMBEASY [32] to study the consequences
of these models. In neither case is there a discernible trace
of the mechanism used to achieve a cosmological-constant
crossing. The synthetic fluid and the two-scalar approach
produce essentially identical results. (We use the loglikelihood statistic introduced in Ref. [33] to check for
degeneracies.) This holds whether 2  1 or v2  1 on
all scales. There is a distinction between models with 2 

0 and   1, but this is independent of the dark-energy
composition. Rather, perturbations in model EOS II with
2  0 grow from the initial, adiabatic conditions
throughout the matter-dominated era during which time
the dark energy has w  0, too; in the present era, the dark
energy comes to dominate, w crosses 1, and the growth is
not only slowed but reversed as the dark energy lumps
respond antigravitationally to the gravitational potentials.
The observational imprint is an additional integrated
Sachs-Wolfe effect contribution and boost to the mass
power spectrum, both typically on the order of 10% for
the cases we have considered. Reducing the factor in the
tanh from 10 greatly reduces the impact of any additional
clustering.
The evolution of dark-energy density perturbations in
these models is of some interest. For model EOS I the
perturbations never grow large; the negative equation of
state and negligible energy density until very late times
keep the fluctuations from making a significant impact. (To
neglect the perturbations completely, however, is equivalent to a violation of energy conservation. The degree to
which this influences theoretical predictions depends on
the gauge in which the fluctuations are ignored.) For
EOS II the perturbations grow significantly in the 2 
0 case. Starting from adiabatic initial conditions, the density perturbations grow like / a through the matterdominated era. As illustrated in Fig. 2, when the dark
energy comes to dominate, the growth rate slows and
eventually the density contrast is driven negative. In contrast, the v2 ; 2  1 models suppress fluctuation growth.
We also notice that the density contrast for high-frequency

FIG. 1 (color online). The equation-of-state wa for two toy
models which cross the cosmological-constant boundary are
shown. EOS I is the dashed line, and EOS II is the solid curve.
In both cases, dark energy evolves into the phantom regime,
below the dot-dashed line, beginning from a?  1=2. For EOS II
the dark energy evolves as matter at early times, since w ! 0,
and contributes measurably to the energy budget of the Universe
throughout matter domination.

FIG. 2 (color online). The density contrast for a pair of highfrequency (wavelength k  0:1 Mpc1 ) modes with 2  1
(solid curve) and 2  0 (dashed curve) for the EOS II synthetic
fluid. As explained in the text, the density contrast for the 2 
1 case vanishes when w  1, instantaneously resembling a
cosmological constant with no fluctuations. In both cases the
density contrast eventually grows negative, as the gravitational
instability flips to an antigravitational instability. (Note the left
scale is for the solid curve; the right scale is for the dashed
curve.)
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modes vanishes when w crosses 1, as seen in Fig. 2. For
these high-frequency modes (well inside the horizon) the
oscillations have been long suppressed by the expansion,
and the density directly tracks the driving term, which is
proportional to 1  w. When the sources vanish, so do
the dark-energy fluctuations. Only in this instant does the
dark energy instantaneously resemble a smooth, cosmological constant on these scales. In general however, we see
that neglecting Hubble damping and a possible decay of
the gravitational potential, the right-hand side of Eq. (2)
vanishes at the crossing, because V ?  0. Hence, there is
no mechanism that forces ! 0 on all scales.
We have now described several simple ways to engineer
a w  1 crossing. The primary tool for modeling dark
energy is the scalar field, which must possess an unorthodox, negative-kinetic term to achieve w < 1. There are
substantial reasons to find such a field objectionable [34],
although we are willing to keep such possibilities open
until observations and experiment give us a better idea as to
the nature of the dark energy.
Other mechanisms have been proposed to explain a
dark-energy w  1 crossing. First, a dark matter darkenergy interaction which exchanges energy between cold
dark matter (CDM) and a quintessence field can produce an
expansion history which appears as though the cosmos is
dominated by a noninteracting CDM and a crossing dark
energy [35–37]. However, such a coupling may be difficult

to realize because of quantum effects [38]. Likewise,
scalar-tensor theories can mimic a crossing under lessextreme circumstances than a negative-kinetic cosmic scalar field. Second, a cosmic field which undergoes a burst of
particle production has been suggested as a means to
produce polelike inflation. Transplanting this mechanism
from early to late times, the field may be used to drive
superacceleration without requiring a supernegative pressure [39,40]. Third, higher-order or nonperturbative quantum effects as occur in the vacuum metamorphosis model
can cause an otherwise well-behaved scalar field to push
the cosmos across the w  1 boundary [41]. Fourth,
braneworld models can give rise to a dark energy with w >
1, w < 1 and one that crosses 1 [42]. In these scenarios there are other effects—variations in particle
masses or coupling constants, features in the CMB anisotropy and mass power spectra —that may be exploited to
identify the underlying mechanism.
If observational and experimental evidence grows sufficiently compelling to favor a component that has w < 1
for some duration, and if conventional or astrophysical
effects cannot account for the observed phenomena, then
it may be necessary to consider the cosmological-constant
boundary-crossing scenarios.
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